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The new Black Pearl Essentials RIP provides a range of features and enhancements for film post-
production companies. The Black Pearl Essentials is currently compatible with the following

printers: Canon, Epson, HP, Konica Minolta, Ricoh and more. Download your copy today! Your
film post production company can be up and running in just a few hours. The Black Pearl

Essentials provides you with the tools to: print sharp black-and-white films or fine quality color
ones easily from a single simple file and deliver them quickly using a networked RIP server or
your own local desktop. Unlike a color workflow which requires multiple files, the Black Pearl

Essentials RIP will only output the one file and place its high-quality film output on any number
of screen printers on the network. Network configurations allow you to print to and from many

locations on the same network in the same day while safely providing access to large files.
Following the release of the official version of the Black Pearl, AccuRIP has started working on a
Black Pearl Upgrade for Ruby, Black Pearl SE, and SE Classic. Look for an upgraded version of
the Black Pearl in March of 2012. For now the upgrade will be offered in a bundle with AccuRIP

Emerald and the SE upgrade. The upgrade is available via virtual delivery for $39.99 to any
current Ruby/Black Pearl SE customer. In the meantime a fully functional version of Black Pearl
SE at $149.99 is available with the Emerald upgrade by contacting tech support. Just select the

Black Pearl SE upgrade instead of the original Ruby upgrade and the software will configure
itself to work with Emerald. It is possible to do the same with the SE Classic upgrade.
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A workflow maintains the use of legacy inkjet printer firmware through older versions of
AccuRIP or another brand of RIP software. With a RIP installed on a local hard drive or setup on

a networked RIP server computer (Windows for Mac) using a workflow printrly delivers the
freedom to modernize all other workstations computer OS and graphic software across your

network while keeping the RIP server from falling out of compatibility with your treasured
legacy printer. Previous iterations of the Black Pearl RIPs were used with newer model printers

in the post production graphics industry. The Black Pearl Essentials also maintains compatibility
with legacy models. This is why the Black Pearl Essentials is compatible with many printers from
the likes of DuPont, Epson, HP, Kodak and more. Youd better choose the Black Pearl Essentials!
In the past, the RIP for the Black Pearl has been more of a technical presentation of the printer
model in understandable terms. This RIP has been regarded as best version for printer users in
the graphics industry and has been used for several years. The Black Pearl Essentials maintains
compatibility with these legacy models. New features in the latest Black Pearl Essentials version

include: Single File output, compatibility for all newer printers (39, 60, 100 and 120 Series),
compatibility for Studio Pro, compatibility for All Black Ink printing (not in SE) plus many other
improvements. This version of the Black Pearl Essentials also includes the following features.
Click More features for details: [BES] User-friendly interface fast return on investment (ROI) in

as little as days AccuRIP Black Pearlusers can expect fast and easy setup with the AccuRIP
Wizard Accurate PostScript Level 3 file translation up to SE speed 5ec8ef588b
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